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In a dynamic business landscape where the customers are spoiled for choice by businesses across the
globe, digital-led marketing interventions are more important than ever. Today, digital marketing
implementations and operations need scalability to match the growth of our customers across
business units, geographies, languages and brands. They also need to be scalable to keep up with the
technical breadth and cutting edge innovations in today’s rapidly changing technical landscape.
To provide enterprises with these capabilities and more, HCL has come up with a Marketing Operating
Model to provide structure to such marketing@scale journeys.

Overview
As organizations move towards a centralized marketing approach across the globe, there is an urgent
need to scale digital marketing implementation and operations across geographies, brands, cultures
and languages. Such digital journeys need a transformative approach which can scale as platforms
expand into newer business units and countries. This necessitates a consolidated framework to bring
structure to embark customers on a disciplined journey of transformation.
As there are moving parts and multiple stakeholders to any digital engagement, especially ones which
span the globe, this framework also needs to bring discipline and rigor to the interaction points
between all stakeholders. However, many organizations struggle to convert a digital strategy into a
roadmap for execution and deployment.
At HCL, we have unique advantage to have a scaled digital framework like FENIX, which is proven to
structure Scale Digital journeys. Leveraging the knowledge of such framework and combining it with
our experience in scaled digital marketing implementations with some of our large clients in their
transformation journeys, HCL is in a unique position to oﬀer Marketing Operating, based our learnings
and experiences.
We have created a framework which addresses the needs of our customers around scaling Digital
marketing implementations to enable them in their quest for global brand consistency, reusability, and
agility. HCL’s Marketing Operating model is aligned to HCL’s proven FENIX framework that helps
organizations rewire their core DNA to realize digital transformation objectives.

Key challenges which come up as part
of marketing operating model
transformation journey are.
Business units/ Market alignment
Business units feel that their product owners
are lost in a mix of diﬀerent needs from
other units or markets which are sometimes
competing with their own requirements.

Market diﬀerentiators in
digital oﬀerings
Inability to Attack their market and
competitors in a targeted, fast, tested and
localized manner.
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Release management
Key challenge was to manage their delivery
cycle which was generating large chunky
releases for every 5-6 months in
production.

Scalability
As more geos, brands, cultures and
stakeholders start using the platform, the
stability of platform is impacted due to lack
of coordination and change management.
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Key characteristics of the framework

Scale globally
A framework which enables
scaling the digital marketing
platforms to global markets
and brands with a
structured and eﬃcient
approach.

Create a business
aligned delivery structure
A Delivery structure that is
business aligned for
meeting unique business
requirements and working
with technical experts
cutting across feature
teams. Also, a product team
to continuously enhance the
platform with cutting edge
innovations.
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Manage global
stakeholder expectations
As in any digital marketing
engagement there are
multiple stakeholders
including creative agencies,
marketers, business units,
authors, and IT. A framework
is needed to manage
expectations and interactions
with all involved.

Provide agility
Ability to onboard new
entities and markets to the
marketing platform and
ensuring platform, operations
and new build teams work in
tandem to decrease time to
market.
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Solution overview
As there are many moving parts to a marketing engagement, based on HCL’s vast experience we have
come up with an all-encompassing service construct to include all stakeholder interactions and
dependencies as shown below.

Business aligned services
Brand
requirements

Business
unit goals

Product
roadmap

Global brand
initiatives

Platform as a service
Platform
foundation

Agencies
Brand
strategy
Visual design
and UX

Platform
operations

Platform
architecture
Platform setup
Platform build
Reusable
components and
templates
Campaign setup

User journeys
and personas

Platform
monitoring
Functional bug
ﬁxing
Upgrades and
patches
Infrastructure
monitoring and
scaling
License
management
with vendors
Vendor managed
services

Onboarding
services
Requirements
for new markets
Launch new
microsites
Launch of new
market websites
Onboarding of
new markets/
brands to
platforms

Marketing
activation
Content
operations
Launch campaigns
Product/order/
oﬀer management
Measurement
and reports
Commerce
operations
Analytics
monitoring and
reporting
AdTech and
MarTech

IT ecosystem
Legacy app
integrations
Regional
CoEs
Architecture
review boards

Vendor/ OEM services
IT
infrastructure

SI vendors

Vendor
managed
services

HCL Software

As a marketing platform, a single owner of entire platform should provide end to end services including
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Platform foundation
Building a robust
platform to enable
reusability across
brands, business
units and
geographies. Also
ensuring the
platform is always up
to date with latest
technical innovation
is given landscape.

Platform operations
Ensuring that the
Platform is always
available and up to
date with latest
version. Platform is
performing well and
all vendors are
adhering to agreed
service levels.
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Onboarding services
Ensuring that a new
market, brand or
business unit is
onboarding with
greatest eﬃciency.
Ensuring local needs
of each market are
catered to while
adhering to global
standards.
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Marketing activation
Enable the ability to
launch eﬃcient
campaigns and
ensure that
marketers, authors
and content
managers are able to
manage content,
campaigns, analytics
with ease.
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As all the moving parts work together the product, platform, onboarding and operations team come
together as feature teams to deliver services to all stakeholders. These teams together with governance
model form the core structure of Marketing operating model as shown below

Global initiatives

Countries

Regional initiatives

Localization

Project dashboards

Objectives | Value streams | Prioritization | Approval | Governance

Brands
Regions

Digital platform
onboarding & management

New design/ content

CMO

Governance

Demand
management

Strategy

Resourcing
Operations

Change
management

New launch

Production | Optimization | Conversion | Measurement

UX

Service
catalogue

New product request

Experience deﬁnition

Local &
regional
agencies

Enhancements

IT

Operations tickets

Infrastructure | Operations | Provisioning | Governance

Digital platform build and operate
Platform squad

Feature teams

Ops teams

Digital activation
Content operations

Platform operations

PO

PO

PO

PO

PO

PO

PO

UX designer

Content architect

WCM engineer

Developer

Support engineer

Content authors

Infra engineer

Visual engineer

Brand strategist

DevOps engineer

Quality analyst

SDET

UI developer

Content strategist

UI engineer

Business analyst

DevOps engineer

Content QA

Automation
engineer

Visual designer

Analytics engineer

Site reliability
engineer

3rd party content contributors / Partner | External translation agencies | IT infrastructure | SI vendors | Adobe managed services | Security | SI vendors

The key characteristics of this model are explained below.
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Governance
A governance model to collaborate with countries, brands,
and region to manage demand and change. Also provide a
continuous view to platform status through dashboards and
reporting

Feature teams
Pi Skilled teams to service all functions of a digital marketing
platform from experience deﬁnition, to platform build, feature
development and operations of the platform
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CMO and IT collaboration
Work with Content management organization and IT to
ensure marketing needs are catered to and also cutting-edge
IT tools are leveraged for market and technology leadership

Creative and OEM handshake
Ability to interact with external teams like multiple creative
agencies and also technology product vendors through a
well-deﬁned handshake process
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HCL’s marketing operating
model adoption journey
A typical journey to transform our customers marketing operating model can last from 24 months to 36
months. Typically it is a ﬁve step journey depending on existing maturity of customer organization.
Indicative journey focuses on below steps.
Journey
timeline

Months
3-6

Months
6-12

Months
12-18

Months
18-24

Transition
state

Adopting
spotify agile

Embedding
full-stack
engineers and
driving test
automation
through
Behaviour
Driven
Development
(BDD)

Drive DevOps,
release
automation
and
performance
monitoring
through Ops
engineer

Introduce
chapter leads

Zero scrum
master

Key
Activities

Mapping to
existing team
structure

Test engineers
are replaced
by Dev
engineers
Dev engineers
drive test
automation
Behaviour
Driven
Development
(BDD) adopted

Introduction of
Ops engineer
to drive:
CI, CD build
automation
security
automation
application
performance
monitoring
red teaming
automate
operational
checklist

Best Dev
engineer to be
chapter lead
chapter lead
ensures:
technical
standardization
sharing of best
and worst
practices
performance
appraisal of
related Dev
engineers

Zero scrum
masters
scrum
master’s
responsibility
shared
between PO
and chapter
lead
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Key levers and benefits of
adopting HCL’s marketing
operating model
Lever

From

To

Beneﬁt

Organization
agility

Siloed and
federated ITS
units

It units re-aligned to
product setup, with open
culture and cross pollination
of ideas. Teams aligned to
value streams and ﬂow of
value

Transparency, focus on
customer value

Workforce

“I” based proﬁle
skills - specialized
in one
technologies or
service

“T” based proﬁle skillsbreadth in multiple skills
and depth in one

Accelerated development

Team
structure

Pyramid model:
team are
structure based
on traditional
structure

Diamond model: squads are
structure based on diamond
model which is to transform
from experience based to
expertise-based
competency model

Delivery excellence

Team mix

Federated teams:
Silo development,
and testing teams
with lack of
accountability
and fragmented
responsibilities

Converged teams: business,
it development engineers
and testers and operations
collaborating in one squad
for the E2E AD lifecycle,
including design,
development, test, change
and production. Persistent
teams for end-to-end
accountability

Speed to market

Automation
&
engineering

Engineering and
automation focus
on functions

Culture of engineering
products not constrained
by region or function. Focus
on automation ﬁrst

Scale & innovation
engineering excellence

Innovation

Innovation in
pockets through
sporadic ideation

Idea incubation/innovation
by design and continuous
improvement

Innovation culture with
continuous ideation
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In today’s connected world, global-reach, speed, and customer
experience are the new value attributes. The traditional attributes of
standardization, cost reduction and eﬃciency are still present, but they
are now delivered in the context of increasing customer experience and
speed, while oscillating around a consistent brand messaging. Our
marketing operating model allows enterprises to achieve this and more,
all the while driving innovation, transparency and end-customer focus at
scale and speed.
We worked with a European electric utility major on a series of
transformation projects covering customer journeys that spanned B2B,
B2C and future energy and smart energy homes. By building upon
technology stacks from microsoft, salesforce and adobe, we were able to
implement scaled agile delivery, setup 20+ cross functional teams,
shorten release cycle through CI/ CD assessment and implementation for
complex stack, reduce delivery time and knowledge transition period
and build and drive a culture of continuous innovation.
We also leveraged these principles while driving marketing
transformation for a major US-based ﬁnancial organization. We worked
with the company to drive user experience reimagination by leveraging
Adobe Experience Cloud. By bringing the Fenix 2.0 approach into play,
we were able to transform the operating model across teams serving
diﬀerent business units based on Spotify model, increase engagement
and revenue by centralizing communications and personalized
messaging delivery management, and scale for business growth with
increase in the number of leads and prospects due to automated
email campaigns.
To learn more about how we can help you lead digital-led
transformation across your organization, write to us at
digitaltransformation@hcl.com

Sandeep Uppal

Sandeep Uppal is Practice Director for customer experience platform
at HCL Technologies. A Digital evangelist and marketing technologist
with over 22 years' experience in customer centric solution deﬁnition
for fortune 500 companies. Experienced in creating, executing and
driving strategy for digital transformation at scale and spearheading
digital vision for customer brands.
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HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.
HCL offers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through o erings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

www.hcltech.com

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2021, HCL has a consolidated revenue of US
$ 11.18 billion and its 197,777 ideapreneurs operate out of 52 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.com

